"empowerment" , as attested to by the author himself "from a number of very potent and unsought dreams of Ma with which she blessed him, though he had never even met her". Similar gifts are claimed for Syama Mataji and Amma Mata Amritanandamayi. He seems particularly impressed with Anasiiya DevI, who died in 1985. Little is known of her in the West, Conway says, but "since Amma's return to Formless Light, her Divine Motherly Presence is still profoundly experienced".
The disciples of each of the remarkable Book If the reader is interested in the comparative study of monastic life, I recommend that one begin by reading Juergensmeyer's fine concluding overview and comparative analysis of the essays included. Then one will be in a better position to approach the individual case studies and do the comparative exercise for oneself.
Juergensmeyer convincingly proposes that one can find a common pattern of monastic behaviour across Christianity and Hinduism which he summarizes as "a religious calling to undertake an intense personal spiritual activity that separates those involved in it from ordinary society and binds them together in same-sex kindred fellowships that provide ideal alternatives to the ordinary world" (p.556). Dialogue (1993) is a reprint of a book which was first printed in German in 1984 and in English in 1986. It is not a book for seasoned participants in interreligious dialogue, rather it is an introductory text for those who wish to acquaint themselves with "the absolutely necessary knowledge about the great religions of the world: Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism" (p.xx). As such, it is more a general survey, rather than an intricate examination of the more esoteric elements of these religions, or the finer points that figure in contemporary endeavours at dialogue.
The omission of Judaism would seem a discrepancy, even grounds for rebuke, but the volume needs to be placed in the context of Kiing's own trajectory in first ecumenical, then interreligious developments. In the foreword to the second edition, Kiing himself provides a brief recap of his own struggles with the Christian formula of extra ecclesiam nulla salus, since the revolutionary rapprochement introduced by the Second Vatican Council (1962-65) . Kiing reflects that in his early efforts, On Being a
